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Abstract. Along with the advancement of machine learning, many researchers are try-
ing to build various intelligent applications which are able to mimic humans’ capabilities.
One of the problems to be solved in the field of question and answering application is
answer generation. Such system is able to generate relevant and proper answers for var-
ious inquiries asked by the human users. In this research, we explored an idea to solve
this challenge by utilizing a modified dual encoder LSTM architecture with an attention
mechanism. We proposed a deep learning architecture which consists of eight layers (i.e.,
two layers for embedding, one layer for attention mechanism, one for thought vector, and
four layers for LSTM). The system processes 220,579 English dyadic conversational ex-
changes between 10,292 pairs of movie characters. There are a total of 304,713 utterances
which were trained into the proposed dual encoder LSTM with an attention mechanism
using stochastic gradient descent optimizer. As a result, the trained generative conver-
sation model achieved the best training loss of 3.5 in 30 epochs.
Keywords: Answer generation, Dyadic conversation, Attention mechanism, Question
answering, Long short-term memory, Deep learning

1. Introduction. The development of intelligent applications currently has begun to po-
sition computers to become as capable as humans. For instance, they are programmed to
communicate as partner in online learning [1], expert consultation [2], customer service
application [3], and other services. Ergo, answer and question generation as the main
component of dyadic conversation, has become an important research area. Dyadic con-
versation refers to a conversation engaged between two people, usually in face to face in-
teraction [4]. In this preliminary research, we focus on answer generation problems which
are able to respond to various user inquiries appropriately. Unlike humans, computer
is not adequately equipped with the skill to understand the natural language of human
conversation (e.g., English, and Indonesian). In addition, computer is a social-ignorance
conversational agent which will most likely affect the overall conformity of generated an-
swers. Those aforementioned shortcomings underlie our research questions that will be
facilitated in this work.

There are two general approaches in answer generation, which are retrieval and gen-
erative. The first approach is based on the concept of question-answering method. The
system has to be able to provide a complete list related to the selected conversation topic
(e.g., movies, sports, or recent news). This approach is easy-to-follow and built, but the
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static answer provided in the knowledge base could cause a rigid conversation between
the agents. Moreover, it requires massive effort in data collection process.
On the other hand, the generative approach is able to generate answers based on a

trained statistical language model. This approach promises dynamic responses for the
human interlocutors, which enables a lively conversation. However, the accuracy of gen-
erated answers is highly dependent on the trained computational model.
This research is interested in the generative approach to generate answers for dyadic

conversation by applying multi-layered long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture.
Furthermore, an attention mechanism is also applied to learning information that is con-
sidered essential and should not be forgotten in the feedback loops of LSTM. The explo-
ration of the modified dual encoder and LSTM architecture to train answer generation
model is proposed as the contribution in this research. Our research is conducted by
utilizing Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus [5] which consists of 3,164 annotated words, 158
utterances, and 79 dialogues. As a result, the conducted experiment shows a promising
result from our trained answer generative model. The system achieves the best training
loss of 3.5 in 30 epochs.
The paper is organized as follows. Recent works done in this field are thoroughly

described in the next section. Next, the proposed method of this research is presented in
the Proposed Method section. Furthermore, the results are presented and discussed in the
Results and Discussion section. Finally, the last section presents the research implication
and future research direction.

2. Recent Work. In this research project, we focus on building a deep-learning ar-
chitecture for a neural generation natural language system which is able to generate
answers/responses by utilizing multi-layered long short-term memory (LSTM) technique
[6, 7]. Intelligent & relatable answers should be generated from the system by extracting,
scraping, and combining natural language text from the knowledge base.

2.1. Answer generation. Text generation is one of challenging problems in the natural
language processing (NLP) research field. There are two types of text generation in a
conversation: question and answer generations. The goal of question generation is to
generate human-like questions from a variety of inputs, i.e., natural language text [8],
knowledge base [9], and picture [10]. With the rise of online learning (e.g., Udemy and
Coursera) through Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), the question generation task
might become an essential role as learning outcome (LO) evaluator [11]. Such technique
might be used to create a list of questions based on the given materials (e.g., essay, story,
and paragraph). On the other hand, answer generation approach tries to pick, filter, rate,
and combine available words, phrases, or part of sentences from the given corpora and/or
public knowledge base resources to generate human-like answer [12]. To the best of our
knowledge, there are two techniques to generate answers: rule-based [13] and machine
learning [14].
Template of responses is created in the rule-based technique as database of predefined

answers. They are generally created in the form of XML or JSON format. First, important
keywords (e.g., conversation topics, part-of-triplets, and information state) are extracted
from the given questions. Then, the information is used to select the most relevant
template as the answer. Part-of-triplets (i.e., subject, predicate, and object) are inserted
to the selected template to make the answer become relevant. Sutoyo et al. used this
technique in their paper to build an emotionally realistic chatbot framework [13].
In their paper, Fu and Feng created an answer generation system with heterogeneous

memory [14]. Their method is able to generate results with related information, resulting
in enriched generated responses, to answer the given questions. Heterogeneous memory
in their system contains two formats, which are knowledge triples and semi-structured
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entities from information extraction (IE) tasks. The triple, or also known as triplets,
is a structured natural language text in the form of subject-predicate-object [15, 16].
Furthermore, the semi-structured entities are generally acquired from the information
extraction process and stored in the form of keywords [17]. They modified and utilized
WikiMovies1 datasets for their research purposes. The corpus contains 115 question
patterns and 194 answer patterns and covers ten topics. Both of the components (i.e.,
triples and IE results) are combined in the memory data format as key and value. As
a result, the combination approach provides rich knowledge base for its question and
answering system. For instance, the generated answer of A4 in Table 1 is more evident
to the users than A1 because it has more details (i.e., director name and year) related to
the given questions.

Table 1. Answer sentences generated by different question-answering sys-
tems [14]

Q Who is the director of the Titanic?
A1 James Cameron
A2 James Cameron directed the Titanic.
A3 James Cameron directed it.
A4 James Cameron directed it in 1999.

2.2. Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus. We use publicly available conversational data-
sets shared by previous researches for our corpus resources. In the beginning, we would
like to use Indonesian dyadic conversation dataset provided by Tho et al. [18]. The corpus
has three default topic categories (i.e., food, travelling, and future), but the participants
could also discuss their own topic (e.g., student activities). Each session of conversation
is approximately eight to ten minutes. The dataset contains 3,164 annotated words, 158
utterances, and 79 dialogues. Nevertheless, the average length of sentences is lengthy,
i.e., 105.2 max words/utterances, and shaped like a monologue. Thus, the conversation
corpus is not suitable for our research. Based on further findings, we decided to utilize
Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus [5]. The dataset contains 220,579 English conversational
exchanges between 10,292 pairs of movie characters, resulting 304,713 utterances. Each
of utterance has been annotated into question and answer. Example of those pairs from
Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. An example of question and answering pair from Cornell Movie-
Dialogs Corpus [5]

Q1: She okay? A1: I hope so.

Q2: You realize what is at stake? A2: Our lives, the revolution, my career?

Q3: Hey, buddy, that boat still runs, eh? A3: Yeah, it still runs.

Q4: When are you going to call them? A4: About what?

Q5: Freeze! You’re busted! A5: What are you gonna do about it?

Q6: Where? A6: The airport. Trying to get on the plane leaving for the States.

2.3. Multi-layered long short-term memory architecture. Long short-term mem-
ory, or can be shortened as LSTM, is an artificial recurrent neural network architecture
which has feedback connections through its three information gates, i.e., input, output,
and forget [19]. The input gate functions as a filter for new data which is passed into the
cell. Unrelated or useless information is removed by the forget gate in order to handle
exploding and vanishing gradient problems. Lastly, the output gate is utilized to result

1http://fb.ai/babi
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part-of-information, which is relevant with its objectives (e.g., word predictions). In gen-
eral, each cell of LSTM architecture variants comprises those three gates. However, some
variations may have less or more information gates, e.g., gated recurrent units do not have
an output gate.
In their paper, Sutskever et al. proposed a multi-layered long short-term memory to

improve performance on challenging learning tasks, i.e., machine translations [20]. Their
architecture contains two major parts, which are encoder and decoder. Each part might
have multiple-layer of LSTM networks. The prior part encodes sequence of inputs into
a fixed dimension vector. Moreover, the function of the latter part is to decode results
from the processed vector. An example architecture of multi-layered LSTM can be seen
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example architecture of dual encoder long short-term memory [20]

In this research, we borrowed the concept of attention mechanism from Bahdanau et
al. [21]. We apply multi-layered long short-term memory architecture combined with an
attention mechanism to performing answer generation.
Some researches have been done to model the answer generation based on the user’s

inputs. Liu and Guo [22] proposed a bi-direction LSTM to process text and compare the
model against CNN architecture. The results indicate that bi-direction LSTM is superior
to CNN architecture. Santhanam [23] proposed an LSTM architecture with a context
vector to generate text for a given set of input from the user. The model achieved a
training accuracy in a range of 67% and 85%. The effort to train conversation model in
other languages compared with English has also been popular. Chowanda and Chowanda
[24] proposed trained text vector model in the Indonesian language. The best result
achieved from the model was 2.37% unknown words, the loss rate was 1.66, and the
perplexity of 4.96. Islam et al. [25] proposed an LSTM network to train a conversation
model in Bangla language. However, the performance metrics were not implicitly shown
in their paper.

3. Proposed Method. Deep learning techniques have been a prominent approach to
solve several problems in natural language processing, i.e., conversation system. There
are generally two major approaches that can be adapted to solve problems in conversation
processing, which are retrieval and generative. Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
The retrieval technique ensures that all answers are prepared or hand-crafted beforehand.
Hence, all questions should have answers. However, the corpus preparation process de-
mands tremendous resources (e.g., time and people) to prepare all possible combination
of query-answer pairs.
On the other hand, the generative technique uses conversation model to produce an-

swers. Hence, the hand-crafted answers are not fully required. However, problems might
arise if the trained models are not enough to learn “the grammar” from data. If the data
for training are inadequate, the generated sentences might sound like broken sentences. In
this research, we are interested in the generative techniques with abundant data for train-
ing the conversation models. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed method for the learning
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Figure 2. Proposed architecture

algorithm using dual encoder long short-term architecture [20] with an attention mecha-
nism [21]. The dual encoder long short-term architecture is the most suitable architecture
to learn sequential data such as conversation pattern. Moreover, it is also considered as
the best architecture for problems that have different number of inputs and outputs, such
as question and answer data.

The proposed method is inspired by the sequence to sequence model [20] combined
with the attention mechanism technique [21]. As the first step, the question sentence is
transformed into a representable format to the LSTM architecture using Word2Vec word
embedding. With Word2Vec, the words in the question sentence are transformed into
vector space. The vector is then passed into the first layer of the LSTM encoder layer.
The learned state in the first encoder layer is then passed into the second layer of the
LSTM encoder layer. Before the state from the second layer is passed to the thought
vector, an attention mechanism is implemented to learn which information should be
remembered from the data. This is due to the fact that in the LSTM or GRU, there is
a good chance that important information is missing in the process through the layers as
the data get bigger and bigger [21]. The attention mechanism will learn the weight of the
model at time t described in the work done by [21]. In the next process, the thought vector
from the encoder layers is passed to the first layer of the LSTM decoder layer. Similar
to the encoder layer, the learned state in the first layer is passed into the second LSTM
decoder layer. Finally, the Softmax layer determines the best possible answer generated
word by word.

In this research, Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus [5] is used to train a conversation model
in the English language. The corpus was chosen because the number of conversation
in the corpus is relatively big and covers quite general topics. Moreover, the questions
and answers in the corpus were also annotated. To increase the quality of the data,
the corpus was pre-processed before it was trained. The pre-processing techniques and
training mechanism, as well as the results, are thoroughly described in the Results and
Discussion section.

4. Results and Discussion. Total of 220,579 English conversational exchanges between
10,292 pairs of movie characters, resulting 304,713 utterances were trained into the pro-
posed dual encoder LSTM with an attention mechanism using stochastic gradient de-
scent optimizer. The corpus was trained to generate conversation (i.e., answers) based
on the questions asked. Some pre-processing techniques were applied before the corpus
admitted into the dual encoder LSTM with an attention mechanism architecture. The
pre-processing techniques aim to increase the training performance as well as lower the
loss or error [26, 27]. The pre-processing techniques are bucketing and padding. The first
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pre-processing step done was to create all words length in the sentence same with a fixed
length. In order to achieve that, the sentences were reconstructed with padding symbols
to fill out the blank caused by the fixed-length problem. There are four padding symbols
used: < BOS >, < EOS >, < PAD >, and < UNK >. The < BOS > symbol is used to
mark the beginning of the sentence in the decoder layers, marking when the architecture
starts to generate the words. In contrast, the < EOS > signs the end of the sentence
in the encoder layers. The < PAD > is used to fill out the blank space caused by the
fixed-length system. Finally, the < UNK > is used when a word is not represented in
the vocabulary words vector. Table 3 illustrates the example of padding and bucketing
example.

Table 3. Padding and bucketing example

Techniques Process & Implementation

Sentence 1Q Q1: She okay?

Sentence 1A A1: I hope so.

Padding 1Q Q1: [< PAD >, < PAD >, She, Okay, < EOS >]

Padding 1A A1: [< BOS >, hope, so, < PAD >, < PAD >]

Bucketing Sentence 1 belongs to bucket (5,10)

Sentence 2Q Q2: You realize what is at stake?

Sentence 2A A2: Our lives, the revolution, my career?

Padding 2Q
Q2: [< PAD >, < PAD >, < PAD >, You, realize, what, is, at,
stake, < EOS >]

Padding 2A
A2: [< BOS >, < PAD >, < PAD >, < PAD >, Our, lives, the
revolution, my, career]

Bucketing 2 Sentence 1 belongs to bucket (10, 20)

The next pre-processing applied was the bucketing. Fixed length of words in the sen-
tences leading to the inefficiency of memory and process usage, as the process and memory
are usually determined by the longest number of words in all the sentences in the corpus.
For example, if the longest sentence in the corpus has 40 words, then we will need 38
padding symbols to a sentence that only has two words. This can be easily solved with
bucketing technique by creating a list of buckets for the word vectors. Hence, a sentence
with 40 words will not fall into the same bucket with a sentence with only three words.
List of bucket implemented in this research is [(5, 10); (5, 15); (10, 15); (10, 20); (15, 20); (15,
30); (20, 25); (20, 40)]. Supposed the first sentence (i.e., the interlocutors 1) has six words,
and the second sentence (i.e., interlocutor 2) has eight words, then the first sentence is
reconstructed with 4 padding symbols and six words, while the second sentence is recon-
structed with 2 padding symbols and eight words. Those sentences belong to the bucket
system of (10, 20). The first digit represents the length of the first sentences with padding
symbols, and the second digit represents the length of both sentences with padding sym-
bols. Other examples of implementation can be seen in Table 3.
The processed corpus was trained with the dual encoder LSTM with an attention

mechanism architecture. The architecture consists of eight layers, with two layers for
embedding, one layer for attention mechanism, one for thought vector, and four layers for
the LSTM layers (one input, one soft-max, and two hidden). The LSTM layers consist
of 128 nodes per-layer. The initial hyperparameters tuned to the architecture were 128
sizes of the batch, 100 ephocs, and the initial learning rate (α) was set 2.0 with a decay
rate of 0.5 per-epoch. The corpus was trained with a high-performance computer with a
12GB Titan V GPU for more than 143.7 hours. Due to the limited resources (i.e., time
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and memory), the training, with the size of vocabulary 24,000 vocabularies, was limited
to only 30 epochs, instead of 100.

The first training process was to convert the words into a vector space. This process
enables the architecture (i.e., the LSTM nodes) to statistically process the words. This
allows us to make a correlation between words as well as to draw a pattern from the
corpus. The architecture requires two sentences as the training inputs. The first sentence
(i.e., the question sentence) will be passed into the LSTM encoding layers, and the second
sentence (i.e., the answer sentence) will be passed into the LSTM decoding layers. After
the words were converted into a vector representation of words, the question vector was
passed to the first layer of LSTM encoding layer for training. The first LSTM encoding
layer serves as an input layer, while the second LSTM encoding layer serves as the hidden
layer to learn the states from the input layer. Before the learned states are passed into the
thought vector, the attention mechanism is implemented. The attention mechanism would
help the model to remember the important information from the LSTM encoding layer
by adjusting the weight of the information passed (see [21]). The states are then passed
into the LSTM decoder layers through the thought vector [20, 28]. In the training phase,
the Softmax layer can serve as the vector representation of words for the answer sentence,
while, in the generating answer phase, the Softmax layer serves as the probability layers
for words to be generated.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of 143.7 hours of the conversation model training in 30
epochs. The average time required for training was 4.8 hours per-epoch. In the first
epoch, the average loss achieved was 6.3 and decreasing steadily to the value of training
loss of 3.5 in the thirtieth epoch (more than half or 56% from the initial training loss).

Figure 3. Training result

5. Conclusion and Future Work. This work proposes a contribution for the natural
language processing and deep learning community by exploring the modified dual en-
coder LSTM architecture to train generative conversation models with a reasonably huge
corpus. More than 143.7 hours of training was done to model generative conversation
from 304,713 pairs of utterances using a high computing power computer with a 12GB
Titan V GPU. The generative conversation model trained achieved the best training loss
of 3.5 in 30 epochs. The trained generative conversation model can also be implemented
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to any systems that required natural language processing (i.e., conversation), for exam-
ple: chat-bot [29, 30] or Embodiment Conversational Agent [28]. For the future research
direction, a huge multi-modal conversation dataset in other languages is being collected
(e.g., Indonesian and Thailand). Once the collection process is done, the dataset will be
trained to the proposed architecture. This will contribute to the generative conversation
model in those languages.
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